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Daehan Pyeongtaek
modernizes existing VCC ®
mill with new SMS group
billet welder and VCC ®
line to produce 5.0-ton
coils
Second order in a row - New welder and 5.0-ton
compact coiler for Korea
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From left: Meoung-Jong Jeon, David Maurizio (both SMS
group); Sang-Woo Kim, Byoung-Do Kim, Won-li Lee, HyunMin Kim (all DaehanSteel Co., Ltd.).

DaehanSteel Co. Ltd., South Korea, awarded SMS
group an order to modernize its existing VCC ®
(Vertical Compact Coiler) of the rolling mill in its
Pyeongtaek plant, which is located in the Seoul area.
The plant produces 450,000 tons per year of compact
coils in diameters from 10 to 25 millimeters which is
internally processed in the own cut-and-bend facilities
or exported to the Far East market.
The modernization project foresees the installation of
a new welder at the furnace exit side of the existing
rolling mill which will be used to join billets 130 x 130
millimeters or 150 x 150 millimeters to generate an
endless feedstock that will be rolled on the existing
mill to make a tailor-made coil weight of up to five tons.
The intermediate rolling mill line will be also modified
with a relocation of the existing crop shear used for
head stock cutting, while a new dividing shear will
operate to define the coil weight by cutting endless
bar. The modification of the existing water quenching /
soft cooling line is foreseen as well to fulfill the
requirements of the new process.
The existing VCC ® system will be modified to handle
the new coil weight of up to five tons by replacing the
two coilers and some modifications at the coil handling
located downstream. The VCC ® line produces
compact coils directly coiled in vertical position. Plant
operators can therefore eliminate the need for turning
manipulators and, at the same time, reduce the
process cycle time as all coils are formed in the final
position. The coils are ready to be stored immediately
once coiling has been completed and the coils have
cooled down. Reduced handling also minimizes the
overall risk of damaging the coil surface.
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SMS group, with deep knowledge of the existing plant,
will minimize the modification at the existing
equipment to reduce the shutdown time of the plant
for the erection.
The main target of the modernization is the production
of heavier coils which will reduce the downtimes in the
cut-and-bend facilities leading to a reduction in
production costs.
DaehanSteel places the second order in a row with
SMS group, trusting in SMS group's modernization
expertise and strengthening the long-term partnership
between both companies.
SMS group is a group of companies internationally active in plant
construction and mechanical engineering for the steel and nonferrous
metals industry. It has some 14,000 employees who generate worldwide
sales of about EUR 3 billion. The sole owner of the holding company SMS
GmbH is the Familie Weiss Foundation.
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